1961-01-04 by Morehead State Board of Regents
Morehead, Kentucky 
January 4, 1961 
A meeting of the Board of Regents of Morehead State College was held 
in the office of the President  of the College on January 4, 1961. The meeting was 
called to o rde r  by Vice Chairman, Dr. W. H. Cartmell ,  in the absence of 
Chairman Wendell P. Butler. Dr. Cartmell  requested Mr. G. C. Banks to give 
the invocation. 
The ro l l  call  showed the following members  present:  
Dr. W.  H. Cartrnell 
Alex Chamberlain 
Charles Gilley 
B. F. Reed 
Absent: Wendell P. Butler 
E. Bruce Walters 
Dr.  Joe Taylor Hyden 
On motion of Mr.  Reed, seconded by Mr.  Gilley, and unanimously car r ied ,  
reading of the minutes of the meeting held November 14, 1960, was dispensed 
with and approved, a s  a l l  members  of the Board had received copies of the minutes. 
President  Doran presented his  repor t  to the Board which i s  a s  follows: 
I t  Mor ehead, Kentucky 
January 4, 1961 
Pres ident ' s  Report to  Board of Regents 
Meeting January 4, 1961, a t  Morehead State 
College, Morehead, Kentucky 
1. Staff changes: 
a. Release of Dr. Norman Tant for the sec.ond semester  of the 
the 1960-61 schoolyear, to  se rve  a s  member of the Curriculum 
Study Committee for  the Governor 's Commission on Education. 
b. Employment of Mr.  Robert Needham, Assistant Proiessor  
of Education for the second semester  of the 1960-61 school 
year ,  a t  a sa lary  of $3,000. 
c. Employment of Mr.  Dale G. Breaden, a s  Instructor in the 
Division of Social Studies for the second semester  of the 
1960-61 school year ,  a t  a sa lary  of $2, 750. 
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d. Employment of Mr .  F r e d  Regan, a s  Instructor in the 
Division of Social Studies for the second semester  of the 
1960- 61 school year ,  a t  a sa lary  of $2,5.00. 
2. Breakdown of the $1,425, Obb bond issue a s  authorized and budgeted 
by the Commissioner of Finance: 
$1, 048, 000 general construction 
80, 000 a i r  conditioning 
62, 040 archi tect ' s  fee 
100, 000 eqpipment 
30, 560 contingency 
9,  000 interest  during construction 
28,000 discount on bonds sold below par 
14, 000 legal fees  
48, 400 for planning future construction 
3. Resolution authorizing the issuance of $1, 425,000 Consolidated 
Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds, Series  A of the Board of Regents of 
Morehead State College for  construction of the New Classroom Building. 
4. Resolution authorizing the issuance of $600,000 Bonds for the 
construction of the annex to Eas t  Men's Hall. 
5. Authorize a meeting of the Board of Regents on January, 23, 1961, 
a t  1:00 p. m. , for the purpose of sale  of bonds. 
6. Reference to Ray Hornback being asked to join the Governor 's staff 
a s  personal  p r e s s  agent. 
7. Review of the Audit for  the f iscal  year beginning July 1, 1959, 
and ending June 30, 1960. 
8. Report  on Martindale property. 
Respectfully submitted, 
/ s /  Adron Doran 
President ,  " 
On motion of Mr.  Reed, seconded by Mr.  Chamberlain, and unanimously 
car r ied ,  the staff changes a s  recommended in the Pres ident ' s  Report were  approved, 
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On motion of Mr. Chamberlain, seconded by Mr. Gilley, the Board 
of Regents of Morehead State College approved "A Resolution providing for  
the issuance, sale ,  and delivery of $600,000 Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 
1960, for  account of Mor ehead State College. I f  The vote on this motion was: 
Aye: 
Nay: 
W. H. Cartmell  
Alex Chamberlain 
Charles Gilley 
B. F. Reed 
None 
The Resolution i s  hereby made a pa r t  of these minutes, and i s  a s  
follows: 
A RESOLUTION providing for the 
issuance, sale  and delivery of 
Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1960 
for account of Morehead State College. 
WHEREAS, the existing buildings used for  educational purposes a t  
Morehead State College a t  Morehead, Kentucky, a r e  wholly inadequate and 
i t  has  been heretofore determined to .  be necessary  that a dormitory witb appurtenant 
facili t ies t o  house approximately 212 male  students (hereinafter r e fe r red  to a s  the 
t'project") be constructed on the campus of the College, the total cost  of which i s  
est imated to be not l e s s  than $600,000; and 
WHEREAS, in order  to pay the cost of said Project  it i s  necessqry 
that funds be provided through the issuance of revenue bonds to the amount of 
Six hundred thousand dollars ($600, OOO), pursuant to Section 162.340 et. seq. 
of Kentucky Revised Statutes; 
NOW, THEREFORE, the Board of Regents of Mor ehead State College a t  
Mor ehead, Kentucky, hereby resolves a s  follows: 
Section 1. That the erection of the Project  on the campus of Morehead 
State College according to the plans and specifications heretofore prepared  and 
approved i s  hereby declared necessary  for educational purposes and i s  hereby 
in a l l  respects  ratified and confirmed. 
Section 2. In order  to pay the cost of erecting said Project ,  Dormitory 
Revenue Bonds of 1960 shall  be and a r e  hereby ordered issued by the Board 
of Regents of said Morehead State College in the aggregate principal amount 
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of $600,000, dated November 1, 1960, of the denomination of $1,000, bearing 
interest  to be evidenced by coupons attached to each bond, payable semi-annually 
on the f i r  s t  days of May and November in each year. Said Bonds shall bear interest 
a t  such ra te  o r  r a tes  not exceeding an  aggregate interest cost of three and one-eighth 
per cent (3-11 870) per annum, a s  may be hereafter fixed a s  a resul t  of competitive 
bidding for the purchase of said Bonds, a s  hereinafter provided, and shall be in 
substantially the form and in a l l  respects  conform to the specifications and details 
se t  forth in the Trus t  Indenture refer red  to in and se t  out under Section 3 of this 
Resolution. 
Section 3. Said bonds shall be issued pursuant to and secured by a 
Trus t  Indenture between the Board of Regents of Morehead State College, party 
of the f i r s t  part,  and the F i r s t  National Bank, a national banking association duly 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the United States of America, 
having corporate t rus t  powers, and having its principal office and place of 
business in the City of Pikeville, Kentucky, party of the second part.  The Chairman 
and Secretary of the Board of Regents a r e  hereby authorized and directed to make, 
execute, and deliver such Trus t  Indenture in substantially the form, text, te rm,  and 
provisions hereinafter se t  out, and this Board of Regents hereby approves, ratifies,  
and confirms a l l  of the covenants, provisions and stipulations a s  set  out in such 
, Trust  Indenture, to wit: 
TRUST INDENTURE 
This INDENTURE dated a s  of the f i r s t  day of November, 1960, made by 
and between BOARD O F  REGENTS OF MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE, a-body 
corporate, a s  an  Educational Institution and Agency of the Commonwealth of 
Kentucky at Morehead, Kentucky (hereinafter called the IfBoardft), party of the 
f i rs t  part,  and THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, a national banking association duly 
organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the United States of 
America, having full powers to ac t  a s  a corporate Trustee, and having i ts  principal 
office and place of business in the City of Pikeville, Kentucky, a s  Trustee (hereinafter 
called the "Trusteeff) ,  party of the second part. 
WITNESSETH: 
THAT WHEREAS, pursuant to Section 164.350 of the Kentucky Revised 
Statutes now in full&r.ce and effect, the Soard  i s  a body corporate with a l l  powers 
generally invested in corporations and a s  such i s  the governing body of Morehead 
State College, an  Educational Institution and Agency of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
having full control of the management and operation of said College together with 
the property and funds thereof; and 
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WHEREAS, pursuant to the provisions of Section 162. 340 et. seq. 
of said Kentucky Revised Statute$, said Board a s  the governing body of said 
State Educational Institution and Agency, i s  authorized to erec t  buildings and 
appurtenances to be used in connection with said College for educational purposes 
and issue  i t s  revenue bonds, payable solely from the income and revenues of 
said buildings; and 
WHEREAS, the Board has determined that said College and i ts  
students a r e  not a t  this time provided with adequate buildings and accommodations 
for educational purposes; and has determined that i t  i s  necessary to construct a 
dormitory with appurtenant facilities to house approximately 212 male students, 
( regerred to herein a s  the "Project"), to be situated upon a site which i s  a par t  of 
the campus of said College, and which i s  hereinafter described for the purpose 
of identifying the Project,  and 
WHEREAS, in order  to pay the cost of said Project i t  i s  necessary that 
funds be provided through the issuance of revenue bonds to the amount of Six 
hundred thousand dollars ($600,000) and the Board has adopted an  appropriate 
Resolution authorizing the i s  suance of such Bonds to be designated (Dormitory 
Revenue Bonds of 1960t1, a s  hereinafter described, and has duly authorized the 
execution of this Trus t  Indenture in the form hereof for the purpose of securing 
the payment of said Bonds and the interest thereon and to provide for the proper 
and orderly administration of the revenues of said Project  and of the Bond proceeds; 
and 
WHEREAS, the Bonds of said se r i es  and the coupons appertaining thereto, 
and a Trus tee ' s  certificate with respect  to a l l  such Bonds and provisions for the 
registration of said Bonds a s  to principal only a r e  to be substantially in the 
following form with appropriate insertions, omissions and variations a s  in this 
Indenture provided cr permitted: 
(Form of Bond) 
UNITED STATES OF AMEXICA 
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY 
MOREHEAD STATE COLLEGE 
DORMITORY REVENUE BOND OF 1960 
Number $1,000.00 
The Board of Regents of Mor ehead State College, a body corporate, a s  
an  Educational Institution and Agency of the Commonwealth of Kentucky a t  
Morehead, Kentucky, for value received, hereby promised to pay, solely from 
the special fund provided therefor a s  hereinafter se t  forth, to the bearer ,  o r ,  if 
this Bond be registered, to the registered owner thereof, a s  hereinafter provided, 
the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) on the f i r s t  day of November, 19 , and 
-
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to pay, solely from said special fund, interest thereon from the date hereof until 
payment of principal a t  the rate of 
per centum ( O/o) per annum, such interest being payable semi- 
annually on the f i rs t  days of May and November in each year, except a s  
the provisions hereinafter set  forth with respect to prior redemption may be and 
become applicable hereto, such inter est a s  may accrue on and prior to the maturity 
date of this Bond to be paid only upon presentation and surrender of the annexed 
coupons a s  they severally mature, both principal and interest being payable in any 
coin or  currency which, on the respective dates of payment of such principal and 
interest is legal tender for the payment of debts due the United States of America, 
a t  the principal office of the Trustee (The F i r s t  National Bank in the City of 
Pikeville, Kentucky), or a t  the option of the holder hereof or of the interest 
coupons hereunto appertaining, a t  the principal office of the Hanover Bank, in the 
Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, State of New York. 
This bond is one of a duly authorized ser ies  of Bonds in the aggregate 
principal amount of $600,000 a l l  of said Bonds being of the same form, tenor 
and effect (except for numbers, maturity dates, provisions with respect to redemption 
prior to maturity, and possible variation in interest ra tes) ,  issued for financing 
the costs of a dormitory with appurtenant facilities to house approximately 212 
male students for educational purposes in connection with the Mor ehead State College 
a t  Morehead, Kentucky (hereinafter referred to a s  the r fProject t r )  under and in full 
compliance with the Constitution and statute s of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, 
including, among others, Sections 162. 350 to 162. 380, inclusive, of the Kentucky 
Revised Statutes now in full force and effect. 
All of said Bonds a r e  i s  sued under and pursuant to a Trust  Indenture 
(said Indenture, t ogether with a l l  indentures supplemental thereto a s  therein 
permitted, being herein called the "Indenturev) of even date herewith executed 
by and between said Board of Regents and the F i r s t  National Bank, a s  Trustee 
(said Trustee and any successor Trustee under said Indenture being herein called 
the "Trustee"), an  executed counterpart of which is  on file a t  the office of said 
Trustee in the City of Pikeville, Kentucky. deference is hereby made to the 
Indenture for a more  specific identification of the Project and for the provisions, 
among others, with respect to the custody and the application of the proceeds of the 
Bonds, the collection and disposition of the revenues, the fund charged with and pledged 
to the payment of the interest on and the principal of said Bonds, the nature and 
extent of the security, the rights, duties and obligations of said Board of Regents and 
of the Trustee and the rights of the holders of the Bonds, and, by the acceptance 
of this Bond, the holder hereof assents to a l l  of the provisions of said Indenture. 
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Under authority of the statutes pursuant to which this Bond is issued, this Bond 
shall have al l  the qualities and incidents of a negotiable instrument, and, subject 
to the provisions for registration endorses hereon and contained in the Indenture, 
nothing contained in this Bond or in said Indenture shall affect or  impair the 
negotiability of this Bond. 
The holder of this Bond shall have no right to enforce the provisions of 
the Indenture or  to institute action to enforce the covenants therein, or  to take any 
action with respect to any default under the Indenture, or to institute, appear in or  
defend any suit or  other proceedings with respect therefo, except a s  provided in 
the Indenture. The Indenture provides for fixing, char gine and collecting rentals 
and other charges for the use of said Project,  which rents  and charges will be 
sufficient to pay the principal of and the interest on said Bonds a s  the same become 
due and to provide reserves  for such purposes and also to pay the cost of maintenance, 
operation and repair of the Project. The Indenture provides for the creation of a special 
fund designated "Dormitory Revenue Bond of 1960 and Interest Sinking Fundt' (herein 
called the "Bond and Interest Sinking Fundtt),  and for the deposit to the credit of said 
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund of a fixed amount of the gross income and revenues 
of said Project to pay the principal of and the interest on the Bonds a s  the same 
become due, and to provide a reserve  for such purpose, which Bond and Interest 
Sinking Fund is pledged to and charged with the payment if said principal and 
interest.  
This Bond and the ser ies  of which it i s  one a r e  payable only from afjxed 
amount of the gross income and revenues to be derived from the operation of said 
Project which will be set  aside in .said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund, and this Bond 
does not constitute any indebtedness of Morehead State College or  of i t s  Board of 
Regents or of the Commonwealth of Kentucky within the meaning of any provisions 
or  limitations of the Constitution of the Commonwealt+ of Kentucky. 
The right is hereby reserved to call and redeem the Bonds numbered 
77 to 600, inclusive, maturing November 1, 1971 through November 1, 2000, 
inclusive, of the se r ies  of which this Bond is a part, prior to maturity, a s  a 
whole or  from time to time in part in the inverse order of their numbering, said 
Bonds numbered 476 to 600, inclusive, maturing Novemver 1, 1996 through November 
1, 2000, inclusive, being so redeemable on any interest payment date upon te rms  of 
par and accrued interest to the redemption date, and Bonds numbered 77 to 475, 
inclusive, maturing November 1, 19 71 through November 1, 1995, inclusive, being 
so redeemable on any interest payment date after November 1, 1970, upon terms of 
par and accrued interest to the redemption date plus a redemption premium of three 
per cent of the principal amount thereof i f  called for redemption on or prior to November 
1, 19 75; two and one-half per cent of the principal amount thereof if called for 
redemption thereafter and on or prior to November 1, 1980; two per cent of the 
principal amount thereof if called for redemption thereafter and on or prior to 
November 1, 1985; one and one-half per cent of the principal amount thereof if  
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called for redemption thereafter and on or prior to November 1, 1990 and one per 
cent of the principal amount thereof if called for redemption thereafter. Notice of 
any such intended r edeption, identifying the Bonds to be redeemed, will be on file 
a t  the office of the Trustee a t  least thirty days prior to the specified redemption 
date, and such notice shall be published a t  least once not l ess  than thirty days 
prior to said redemption date in a financial newspaper or  journal of general 
circulation published in the English language in the City of New York, New York. 
Any Bonds called for redemption and for the payment of which funds a r e  deposited 
with said Trustee on the specified redemption date shall cease to bear interest 
on said redemption date. 
This Bond shall pass by delivery unless registered a s  to principal 
on the books of said Board of Regents a t  the office of the Trustee under the 
Indenture, and such registration noted hereon, after which no valid transfer 
hereof shall be effective unless made on said books and similarly endorsed hereon 
a t  the written request of the registered holder or  his duly authorized representative, 
but this Bond may be discharged from registration by being in like manner registered 
to bearer  whereupon full negotiability and transferability by delivery shall be 
res tored but may again from time to time be registered a s  aforesaid. Such 
registration, however, shall not affect the negotiability of the interest coupons 
which shall always remain payable to bearer and transferable by delivery merely. 
The Board of Regents and the Trustee may deem and treat  the bearer  of this Bond, 
if not registered a s  to principal, and the bearer of any coupon hereto appertaining, 
whether or  not this Bond be so registered, or i f  this Bond be registered a s  herein 
authorized, the person in whose name the same i s  registered, a s  the absolute owner 
for the purpose of receiving payment and for a l l  other purposes. 
A statutory mortgage lien, which i s  hereby recognized a s  valid and 
binding on said Project is created and granted to and in favor of the holder 
o r  holders of this Bond and the ser ies  of which it i s  a part, and in favor of the 
holder o r  holders of the coupons attached thereto, and said Project shall remain 
subject to such statutory mortgate lien until the payment in full of the principal of 
and interest on this Bond and the ser ies  of which it is a part. 
This Bond shall not be valid o r  become obligatory for any plr;ppse, or be 
entitled to any security or benefit, under the Indenture, until i t  shall have been 
authenticated by the execution by the Trustee of the certificate hereon endorsed. 
It is hereby certified, recited and declared that a l l  acts ,  conditions and 
things required to exist, to happen, and to be performed precedent to and in 
the issuance of this Bond -tto exist, have happened, and have been performed in 
due time, form and manner as irequired by law, and the amount of this Bond, together 
with a l l  other obligations of said Board of Regents and of said Morehead State College, 
does not violate any provision o r  exceed any limit prescribed by the Constitution or 
Statutes of Kentucky; that said Project will be continuously operated, and that a 
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sufficient portion of the gross income and revenues therefrom has been pledged 
to and will be set  aside into said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund for the payment 
of the principal of and interest on this Bond and the ser ies  of which it  is a part, 
a s  the same will respectively become due. 
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, the Board of Regents of Morehead State 
College a t  Moirehead, Kentucky has caused this Bond to be executed on its 
behalf by the reproduced facsimile signature of its Chairman, and the facsimile of 
i ts  corporate seal  to be imprinted hereon, attested by the manual signature of 
i t s  Secretary, and the coupons hereto attached to be executed with the facsimile 
signatures of the said Chairman and Secretary, a l l  being done a s  of the f i r s t  
day of November, 1960. 
Chairman Board of Regents 
(SEAL) 
Attest: 
Secretary, Board of Regents 
(Form of Coupon) 
Number 
On the f i r s t  day of , 19 , the Board of Regents 
of Morehead State College a t  Morehead, Kentucky, will pay to bearer  
Dollars ($ 
in any coin or  currency which at  said date of payment i s  legal tender for the payment 
of debts due the uni tedsta tes  of America, out of its "Dormitory Revenue Bond of 
19 60 and Inter est  Sinking Fund, I f  a t  the principal office of The Fir s t  National Bank 
in the City of Pikeville, Kentucky, or a t  the option of the holder hereof, a t  the 
principal office of The Hanover Bank in the Borough of Manhattan, City of New York, 
State of New York, a s  provided in and for interest then due on i ts  Dormitory Revenue 
Bond of 1960 dated 19 , Number 
Lhairman, Board of Regents 
Secretary , Board of Regents 
(Form of Authentication Certificate) 
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This Bond is  one of the Bonds described or provided for in the 
w ithin-mentioned Indenture. 
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Trustee 
BY 
Authorized Officer 
(Form of Registration to be Printed on Back of Each Bond) 
Date of Name of Signature of Authorized 
Registration Registered Holder Officer of Trustee 
AND WHEREAS, the Board has duly authorized the issuance of the Bonds 
and the execution and delivery of this Indenture and al l  other acts  and things necessary 
or  required by the Laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky or otherwise to make the 
Bonds when duly executed on behalf of the Board and authenticated by the Trustee 
and issued, valid and binding legal obligations of the Board in accorance with 
their t e rms  and to make this Indenture a valid and binding Indenture for the 
security of the Bonds, have been duly done and performed; 
NOW, THEREFORE, this Indenture witnesseth: 
That in consideration of the premises, of the acceptance by the 
Trustee of the Trust hereby created, and of the purchase and acceptance of 
the Bonds by the holders thereof, and also for and in consideration of the sum 
of One Dollar ($1.00) to the Board in hand paid by the Trustee a t  or  before the 
execution and delivery of this Indenture, the receipt of which i s  hereby acknowledged, 
and for  the purpose of fixing and declaring the terms and considerations upon which 
the Bonds and interest coupons a r e  to be and may be issued, authenticated, 
delivered, secured and accepted by a l l  persons who shall from time to time be or  become 
holders thereof, and in order to secure the payment of al l  the Bonds a t  any time issued 
and outstanding hereunder, and the interest thereon according to their tenor, purport, 
and effect, and in order to secure the performance and observance of al l  of the 
covenants, agreements, and conditions therein and herein contained, the Board 
has pledged and does hereby pledge the revenues of the Project a s  security for the 
payment of the Bonds and the interest thereon to the extent provided in this Indenture, 
and i t  is mutually agreed and covenanted by and between the parties hereto, for t h e  
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equal and proportionate benefit and security of a l l  and singular the present and 
future holders of the Bonds and interest coupons issued and to be issued under 
this Indenture, without preference, priority, or  distinction as to lien o r  otherwise, 
except a s  otherwise herein provided, of any one Bond over any other Bond by reason 
of priority in the issue, sale  o r  negotiation thereof or  otherwise, a s  follows: 
ARTICLE ONE 
DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Section 1.01. In each and every place in and throughout this 1 ndentur e 
wherein the following t e rms ,  or any of them,are used, the same, unless the 
context shall indicate another or  diiferent meaning or  intent, shall be construed, 
a r e  used, and a r e  intended to have meanings and to be inclusive, a s  follows: 
llCollegelf- - Morehead State College, situated in Morehead, Rowan County, 
Kentucky. 
l lBoardll- The Board of Regents of Mor ehead State College. 
l lTrusteel l-  The F i r  st National Bank, a national banking association 
duly organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the 
United States of America, having proper t rus t  powers, and having 
i t s  principal office and place of business in the City of Pikeville, 
Kentucky, or  any successor Trustee designated pursuant to the prwisions 
of this Indenture . 
- Bonds issued pursuant to the pmvisions of this Indenture. 
"Bond and Interest Sinking Fundt1-  the "Dormitory Revenue Bond of 
1960 and Interest Sinking Fund, " a s  created in this Indenture. 
"Construction Fundtf-- the special account or  fund created in this 
Indenture, into which provision is made for the deposit of the Bond 
proceeds (exclusive of accrued interest received from the purchaser 
or  purchasers)  to pay the costs of the Project (as  hereinafter defined). 
"Projectt1-- a dormitory with appurtenant facilities to house approximately 
212 male  students for educational purposes, to be constructed through 
application of the proceeds of the Construction Fund, upon a portion of the 
campus of the Morehead State College a t  Morehead, Kentucky, said 
portion or  s i te  being particularly described in Article Twelve hereof. 
lChairman"-- the Chairman and each and every Vice Chairman and 
each and every other officer of the Board authorized to exercise the 
powers and authm'ity reposed in the Chairman of the Board. 
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(i) Wecretarytl- - The Secretary and each and every Assistant Secretary 
and each and every other officer of the Board authorized to exercise 
the powers and authority reposed in the Secretary of the Board. 
(j) "Treasurer"- - the Treasurer  and each and every Assistant Treasurer  
and each and every other officer of the Board authorized to exercise the 
powers and authority reposed in the Treasurer  of the Board. 
(k) "Architect" or  "Engineer I f -  - any licensed architect or engineer 
appointed by the Board, including any such architect o r  engineer in 
the employ of the Board or  of the College and so  appointed. 
(1) IIFiscal Yearu--shal lmeanthe 12-months period beginning Ju ly l ,  
and ending the following June 30, inclusive 
Section 1. 02. 
Words of the masculine gender shall be deemed and construed to include 
correlative words of the feminine and neuter genders. 
Section 1.0 3. The words "Bonds, " "owner, I f  "holder, and "per son" 
shall include the plural a s  well a s  the singular number unless the context shall 
otherwise indicate. The term "Bondholder st!  means and contemplates, unless 
the context otherwise indicates, the holders of the Bonds a t  the time issued and 
outstanding hereunder. Each of the words "person" and lkorporationtr shall include 
the other, unless the context shall otherwise indicate. 
Section 1.04. Whenever in this Indenture it i s  provided that any facts or  
opinion be evidenced to the Trustee by means of a certificate, statement, opinion, 
or  other document, i t  shall constitute compliance herewith if the various facts and/or 
opinions intended so to be evidenced to the Trustee be included in different certificates, 
statements, opinions, or  other documents signed by the same person or  different 
persons of the same qualifications. 
ARTICLE TWO 
GENERAL PROVISIONS REGARDING EXECUTION, 
AUTHENTICATION AND REGISTRATION O F  BONDS 
Section 2.01. Save a s  i s  herein provided in respect of mutilated, lost, 
destroyed or  stolen Bonds, Bonds may be issued hereunder to the aggregate 
principal amount of no more  than Six Hundred Thousand Dollars ($600,000). The 
Bonds shall be issued a s  coupon Bonds in the denomination of One Thousand Dollars 
($1, 000) each, registrable a s  to principal only, and numbered 1 to 600, inclusive. 
The principal of each Bond and the interest thereon shall be payable a t  the office 
of the F i r s t  National Bank in the City of Pikeville, Kentucky, or of its successors 
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in t rus t  under this Indenture, or ,  a t  the option of the holder, a t  the principal 
office of The Hanover Bank, in the City of New York, New York, in such coin 
or  currency of the United States of America a s  a t  the time of payment shall be 
legal tender for the payment of debts due the United States of America. The 
Bonds and the interest coupons appertaining thereto shall be respectively 
substantially in the forms hereinbefore set  forth, with such omissions, variations 
and insertions a s  a r e  required or permitted by the terms of this Indenture to 
evidence the t e rms  thereof. 
Section 2.02. The said Bonds shall be dated I 
19 , and shall bear interest a t  one or more interest coupon rates not 
to exceed a n  aggregate interest cost of 3-11870 per annum to be established 
upon the basis of competition among bidders when said Bonds a r e  sold a t  an  
advertised public competitive sale, a s  herein provided. All such interest to the 
respective maturity dates of principal shall be evidenced by coupons attached to 
the Bonds, payable semiannually on each May 1 and November 1. Subject to the 
reserved right of redemption of a portion of said Bonds prior to maturity a s  
provided in Article Three of this Indenture, said ser ies  of Bonds shall be numbered 
and mature a s  to principal on November 1 of the respective years, in accordance 
with the following schedule: 
BONDS NUMBERED PRINCIPAL AMOUNT DATE O F  
(Inclusive) MATURITY 
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Section 2.03. The Bonds shall be offered by sale by the Board, without the 
intervention of the Trustee, a t  such time of times a s  the Board may direct 
upon the basis of notices published by the Board in a newspaper of general 
circulation throughout the Commonwealth of Kentucky and in The Bond Buyer, a 
finaaeial journal published in New Y ark, New Y ark, of general  circulation throughout 
the United States of America, and upon the basis of sealed competitive bids which 
shall be opened, considered and acted upon by the Board. The Bonds shall a t  one time 
o r  from time to time be executed on behalf of the Board with the reproduced facsimile 
signature of its Secretary and the facsimile of the corporate seal of said Board shall be 
imprinted thereon and said Bonds shall be delivered to the Trustee for authentication 
by it, and thereupon the Trustee shall, upon receipt by the Trustee of evidence 
satisfactory to the Trustee of the proper execution of this Indenture, authenticate said 
Bonds. The Board shall make delivery of said Bonds to the purchaser or  purchasers, 
but only upon payment of the stated purchase price, which shall immediately be 
deposited to the credit of the special funds or  accomts,  as hereinafter provided. 
Only Bonds a s  shall bear thereon endorsed a certification of authentication 
substantially in the form hereinbefore recited, executed on behalf of the Trustee 
by its authorized officer shall be secured by this Indenture or  be entitled to any 
right o r  benefit hereunder. The authentication by the Trustee upon any Bond shall be 
conclusive evidence and the only evidence that the Bond so authenticated has been duly 
issued hereunder and that the holder thereof is entitled to the benefit of this Indenture. 
The Bonds shall be prepared and printed in compliance with standard requirements 
and specifications. 
Section 2.04. In case any person who shall have executed by facsimile signature 
o r  attested any Bond issuab le under this Indenture a s  an officer of the Board shall 
have ceased to be such officer before the Bond so executed or attested shall have been 
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actually authenticated by the Trustee and delivered to the purchaser such Bond 
nevertheless may be authenticated and delivered and is  sued a s  though the per son 
who executed o r  attested such Bond had not ceased to be such officer. 
Any Bond issuable hereunder may be executed or  attested in behalf of the 
Board by any person a t  the actual date of the execution or authentication of such 
Bond being the proper officer of the Board although a t  the date of such Bond such 
person shall not have been such officer. 
The coupons to be attached to Bonds issued hereunder shall be 
signed by the facsimile signatures of the present Chairman and Secretary 
or  of any future Chairman and Secretary of the Board, and the Board may 
adopt and use for that purpose the facsimile signatures of any persons who shall 
have been such Chairman or  Secretary, notwithstanding the fact that either or both 
of them may have ceased to be such Chairman or Secretary a t  the time when such 
Bonds shall be actually authenticated and delivered. 
Section 2.05. The Board shall keep a t  the office of the Trustee books 
for the registration and transfer of registration of Bonds issued hereunder, which, 
a t  a l l  reasonable times, shall be open for inspection by the holder of any Bond 
issued hereunder, and upon presentation for such purpose a t  such office , the Board 
will register  or  transfer or  cause to be registered or transferred therein, a s  
hereinafter provided, and under such reasonable regulations a s  it may prescribe, 
any Bonds issued under this Indenture and entitled to be so registered or  transferred. 
The Trustee shall ac t  a s  registrar  in effecting a l l  registration on the books kept a t  its 
office. 
All Bonds issued hereunder shall be negotiable and shall pass by 
delivery unless registered a s  to principal in the manner hereinafter provided. 
The holder of any Bond issued hereunder may have the ownership of the principal 
thereof registered on said books of the Board a t  the office of the Trustee, and such 
registration shall be noted on the Bond. After such registration no transfer shall be 
valid unless made on the said books a t  the written request of the registered owner o r  
his duly authorized attorney, and similarly noted on the Bond; but the same may be 
discharged from registration by being in like manner transferred to bearer ,  and 
thereupon negotiability and transferability by delivery shall be restored; and such Bond 
may again, from time to time, be registered o r  transferred to bearer  a s  before. 
Such registration, however, shall not affect the negotiability of the coupons, but every 
such coupon shall continue to be transferable by delivery merely, and shall remain 
payable to bearer .  Such registrations and discharges from registration shall be 
without expense to the holder of the Bonds, except any taxes or other governmental 
charges required to be paid with respect to the same. 
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Section 2.06. Before authenticating any Bonds the* Trustee shall cut 
off and cancel all matured coupons, if any, thereon and the Trustee shall deliver 
to the Board a certificate of such cancellation. 
Section 2.07. Upon the receipt by the Board and the Trustee of evidence 
satisfactory to them of the 10s s ,  theft, destruction or mutilation of any outstanding 
Bond or  Bonds hereby secured, and of indemnity satisfactory to them, and upon 
surrender and cancellation of such Bond or  Bonds if mutilated, the Board may execute 
and the Trustee may authenticate and there may be delivered, a new Bond or Bonds 
of like tenor, maturity and ser ia l  numbering in lieu of such lost, stolen, destroyed 
or  mutilated Bond or Bonds. Each such new Bond may bear such endorsement a s  may 
be agreed upon by the Board and by the Trustee to be necessary to evidence that it  has 
been issued in lieu of a lost, stolen, destroyed or mutilated Bond. The Board may 
require the payment of the expenses ,which may be incurred by the Board and the fees 
and expenses of the Trustee in the premised. 
Section 2.08. As to a l l  Bonds registered a s  to principal, the person 
in whose name the same shall be registered shall be deemed and reg arded a s  the 
owner thereof, for al l  purposes of this Indenture, and thereafter payment of or  on account 
of the principal of such Bond shall be made only to or  upon the order in writing of 
such registered owner thereof, but such registration may be changed a s  above 
provided. The Board and the Trustee may deem and treat  the bearer of any Bond 
which shall not a t  the time be registered a s  to principal, and the bearer  of any 
coupon for interest on such Bond, whether such Bond shall be registered or not, a s  
the absolute owner of such Bond or  coupon for the purpose of receiving payment 
thereof, and for al l  other purposes whatsoever, and the Board and the Trustee shall 
not be affected by any notice to the contrary. 
ARTICLE THREE 
REDEMPTION OF BONDS 
x Section 3.01. The right is hereby reserved to call and redeem the Bonds 
numbered 77 to 600, inclusive, maturing November 1, 1971, throught November 
1, 2000, inclusive, prior to maturity a s  a whole or  from time to time in part in the 
inverse order of their numbering, said Bonds numbered 476 to 600, inclusive, maturing 
November 1, 1996 through November 1, 2000, inclusive, being so retdeemable on 
any interest payment date upon te rms  of par and accrued interest to the redemption date, 
and Bonds numbered 77 to 475, inclusive, maturing November 1, 1971 through November 
1, 1995, inclusive, being so redeemable on any interest payment date after November 
1, 1970, upon te rms  of par and accrued interest to the redemption date plus a redemption 
premium of three per cent of the principal amount thereof if called for redemption on o r  
prior to November 1, 1975; two and one-half per cent of the principal amount thereof 
if called for redemption thereafter and on or prior to November 1, 1980; two per cent 
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of the principal amount thereof if called for redeption thereafter and on or prior 
to November 1, 1985; one and one-half per cent of the principal amount thereof 
if called for redemption thereafter and on or prior to November 1, 1990 and one 
percent of the principal amount thereof if called for redemption thereafter. 
In case the Board shall desire to exercise its right of redemption, or  it 
shall cause to be filed with the Trustee (at least 30 days in advanc+e of the redemption 
date) a copy of a notice specifying the redemption date and the numbers of the Bonds 
to be redeemed, and shall cause notice of such redemption to be published in a 
financial newspaper or  journal of general circulation published in the English 
language in the City of New York, New York a t  least once not l ess  than 30 days before 
the date fixed for  redemption, such published notice to identify the Bonds to be 
redeemed and to state that interest will cease to accrue thereon from and after the 
specified redemptiop date. If any of the Bonds to be redeemed a r e  a t  the time 
registered a s  to principal, similar notice shall be sent by the Board through the 
mails,  postage prepaid, at least thirty (30) days prior to such redemption date, to the 
persons respectively who shall appear by the transfer register of the Board to be 
the registered owners of such Bonds, a t  their addresses as the same shall appear, 
if a t  all ,  upon the transfer record of the Board a t  the office of the Trustee, but 
such mailing shall not be a condition precedent to such redemption, and failure so 
to mail  any notice shall not affect the validity of the proceedings for the redemption 
of such Bonds. 
On or before the redemption date specified in the notice above provided for, 
the Board shall, and it  hereby covenants that i t  will, deposit with the Trustee an 
amount of cash sufficient to effect the redemption of the Bonds specified in such notice 
o r  cause the Trustee to apply to such purpose moneys theretofore deposited with the 
Trustee under the provisions hereof and properly available for such purpose. All 
moneys deposited by the Board with the Trustee, or set  apart  by the Trustee, under 
the provisions of this Indenture, for the redemption of Bonds, shall be held in t rus t  
for account of the holders thereof and shall be paid to them respectively upon 
pnesentation - and surrender of said Bonds accompanied by a l l  interest coupons, if 
any, maturing after the date fixed for redemption thereof, provided, however, if any 
such Bonds shall be registered, the same shall be endorsed in blank for transfer 
if the Trustee shall so  require. 
F rom and after the date of redemption designated in such notice (such 
notice having been given a s  aforesaid and such deposit having been made Qr moneys 
se t  apart  a s  aforesaid), no further interest shall accrue upon any of the Bonds so to 
be redeemed, and any coupons for intereat pertaining to any such Bonds and maturing 
after such date shall be void, and a l l  such Bonds, in so far  a s  such deposit shall 
have been made on moneys set  apart  a s  aforesaid, and al l  such coupons shall cease 
to be entitled to the benefit of the lien of this Indenture, and the Board shall be . 
under no further liability in respect thereof. 
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Section 3.02. All Bonds so redeemed shall forthwith be 
cancelled by the Trustee, which shall deliver such cancelled Bonds to the 
Board. 
ARTICLE FOUR 
DISPOSITION AND CUSTODY OF INCOME 
AND REVENUES OF THE PROJECT 
Section 4.0 1. As soon a s  any portion of the Por ject becomes 
revenue producing, a l l  rentals, charges, income and revenue arising from 
the operation or owner ship of the Project shall be deposited to the credit of 
a special fund upon the books and records of the Board to be designated "Dormitory 
Revenue Bonds of 1960 Revenue Fundt' (hereinafter sometimes referred to a s  the 
"Revenue Fund"), and which Revenue Fund is  hereby created. Such Revenue Fund 
shall be held in the custody of the Treasurer of the Board, separate and apart  
from al l  other funds. Such Revenue Fund shall be maintained so long a s  any of the 
Bonds a r e  outstanding a s  a t rus t  fund in a bank which is  a member of the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation and shall be expended and used by the Treasurer only 
in the manner and order hereinafter specified. 
Section 4.02. There is  hereby created a separate account upon the 
books of the Commonwealth to the credit of the Board, to be designated 
"Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1960 and Interest Sinking Fundt1 (hereinafter sometimes 
referred to a s  the "Bond and Interest Sinking Fund"). So long a s  any of the Bonds a r e  
outstanding the said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund shall be maintained and deposited 
directly into the State Treasury and then into the custody of the Trustee and shall 
be used by the Trustee to pay interest a s  it becomes due on Bonds from time to time, 
and to pay and to re t i re  the Bonds a t  or  before maturity in accordance with the 
provisions of this Indenture. 
In connection with the establishment and maintenance of the Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund, the Board covenants and agrees a s  follows: 
(1) That initially or  from time to time there will be 
deposited in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund the 
accrued interest, if any, received at  the time or times 
of the sa l  e or sales of the Bonds, together with such 
further sums from the Bond proceeds deposited in 
the Construction Fund or from other sources a s  will 
cause the total so deposited to be equal to a l l  interest 
maturing on said Bonds until the Project becomes 
revenue-producing and a l l  revenues derived from the 
Project, remaining after the payment of the Current 
Expenses of the Project from the date of completion of any 
portion of the Project to the date of delivery of any of the 
Bonds. 
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(2) That a s  soon as any portion of the Project becomes 
revenue-producing the Board shall transfer from the 
Revenue Fund and deposit to the credit of the Bond 
and Interest Sinking Fund on or before April 1, 
1961 and October 1, 1961, respectively, such sums a s  
will be sufficient together with available balances 
in said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund, to pay interest , 
on any outstanding Bonds, to become due on May 1, 1961 
and November 1, 1961, respectively, and thereafter on 
each succeeding April 1 and Octover 1 the sum of 
$1 7, 000 until the funds accumulated in said Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund including any inve strnents carried 
to the credit of said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund a r e  
sufficient to meet the interest on the outstanding Bonds 
due on the next interest payment date and one-half of the 
principal due within the succeeding twelve months, 
plus a debt service reserve in the sum of $55,000 
and thereafter, on or before each succeeding April 
1 and October 1 in like m a w e r  such sums a s  may 
be necessary to meet the interest on the Bonds due 
on the next interest payment date and one-half of 
principal due within the succeeding twelve months 
and maintain the debt service reserve in the sum of 
$55, 000, a l l  such deposits shall be cumulative and 
a deficiency in any year shall be made up in the 
subsequent year or years. 
Section 4.0 3. The amount by which the aforesaid payments into 
the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund exceeds the aggregate amount of interest 
on and principal of said Bonds then currently becoming due shall be held a s  a 
reserve;  provided, however, that no further payments need be made into said 
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund whenever and so long a s  such amount of the Bonds 
shaill have been ret ired that the amount then held therein, including the reserve, is  
sufficient to accomplish retirement of al l  the Bonds then outstanding and pay al l  
interest that i s  to be paid on a l l  of such Bonds prior to such retirement. 
If, for any reason, there shall be a failure to make any payments into 
said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund a s  aforesaid any sums then held a s  a reserve 
shall be used for the payment of any portion of the interest o r  principal a s  to 
which there would otherwise be default, 
All moneys held in the Bond and Interest Sinking Funds shall be 
held, secured and invested by the State Treasurer,  a s  provided by Section 
4.0 8 and 4.09 of this Indenture. Said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund shall 
be used solely and only for the purpose of paying the interest on said Bonds 
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secured hereby and accomplishing retirement of said Bonds a t  or  before maturity, 
and i s  hereby irrevocably pledged for that purpose, and shall be used for no other 
purpose whatsoever, and only the amount in said Bond and Interest Sinking Fund 
in excess of the debt service requirements on the outstanding Bonds during the 
current year and debt service reserve of $55,000 may be used a t  any time 
for the retirement of Bonds in advance of their maturity. 
Section 4.04. During the thirty days preceding each May 1 and November 
1, the State Treasurer shall tranfer from the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund to the 
Trustee funds sufficient to pay al l  maturing Bonds and interest coupons and the 
Trustee shall remit  to the principal office of The Hanover Bank, in i ts  capacity a s  the 
New York paying Agent named herein, funds sufficient to enable said New York Paying 
Agent to pay maturing Bonds and interest coupons a s  a r e  there presented: or the 
Trustee shall make such arrangements with said New York Paying Agent a s  to assure  
the prompt payment of maturing Bonds and coupons a s  a r e  there presented. The 
State Treasurer and Trustee shall make similar arrangements in the event of 
redemption of any Bonds pursuant to Article Three of this Indenture. 
Section 4.05. Current Expenses of the Project shall be payable after 
compliance with the provisions of Section 4.02 hereof from the Revenue Fund a s  the 
same become due and a r e  payable, Current Expenses shall include a l l  necessary 
operating expenses, current maintenance charges, expense of reasonab le  upkeep and 
repairs ,  properly allocated share of charges for insurance and al l  other expense incident 
to the operation of the Project; but shall exclude depreciation, a l l  general administrative 
expenses of the Board and the payment into the "Building Maintenance and Equipment 
Reserve Account, " hereinafter provided for. Provided, however, that until any of the 
Bonds a r e  delivered Current Expenses shall be a f i r s t  charge against the Revenue 
Fund. 
Section 4.06. There i s  hereby created a special account upon the books 
of the Commonwealth to the Credit of the Board seoarate and aparb. from all  other 
accounts and funds, the same to be designated "Building Maintenance and Equipment 
Reserve Account" (hereinafter sometime s referred to a s  the "Maintenance FundH). So 
long a s  any of the Bonds a r e  outstanding the said fund shall be maintained and deposited 
directly into the State Treasury. AS soon a s  the required reserve i s  accumulated in the 
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund a s  required by Section 4.02 the Board shall deposit 
from the Revenue Fund on or before the close of each fiscal year the sum of $6,000 
annually until the amount accumulated in said Maintenance Fund including any inve strnents 
carried to the credit of said Maintenance Fund shall aggregate $60,000 and, thereafter, 
such sums, but not more than $6,000 annually, a s  may be required to maintain a balance of 
$60,000 in the Maintenance Fund, which fund may be drawn on and used by the Board for 
the purpose of paying the cost of unusual or extraordinary maintenance or  repairs ,  
renewals and replacements, and the renovating or replacement of the equipment not 
paid a s  part of the ordinary and normal expense of Project operation. However, in the 
event the funds in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund should be reduced below the 
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debt service reserve of $55,000 funds on deposit in the Maintenance Fund shall be 
transferred to the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund to the extend required to eliminate 
the deficiency in such Bond and Interest Sinking Fund. 
Section 4.07. Subject to making the foregoing maximum deposits which 
a r e  cumulative, any balance remaining in the Revenue Fund a t  the close of each 
fiscal year after f i rs t  reserving an amount equal to the estimated cost of operating 
and maintaining the Project for the ensuing Fiscal year may be transferred by the 
Board to the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund or may be used by the Board for any 
improvements, extensions or additions to the Project. 
Section 4.08. All moneys deposited with and in the custody of the Trustee 
o r  State Treasurer under the provisions of this Indenture shall be trust  funds and shall 
not be subject to lien or attachment by any creditor. Such moneys shall be held in t rus t  
and applied in accordance with the providions of this Indenture and shall be secured 
in such manner a s  may a t  the time be required or permitted by applicable state o r  
federal laws and regulations regarding the security for, or granting a preference in 
the case of, the deposit of trust  funds. 
Section 4.09. Moneys held for the credit of the Maintenance Fund and 
the amount thereof in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund in excess of a l l  Bond 
principal and interest requirements for the ensuing twelve monthsf period shall be 
invested by the State Treasurer,  if so directed by resolution of the Board, in direct 
obligations of, or  obligations the principal and interest of which a r e  unconditionally 
guaranteed by, the United States Government. Obligations so purchased shall be 
deemed at  a l l  t imes to be a part  of the Maintenance Fund and Bond and Interest 
Sinking Fund respectively and the interest accruing thereon and the proceeds of the 
sale or retirement thereof shall be credited to the Maintenance Fund and Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund respectively. The State Treasurer shall sell a t  the best price 
obtainable any obligations so purchased whenever it shall be necessary so to do in 
order to provide moneys to meet any payment from the Maintenance Fund or Bond and 
Interest Sinking Fund. Neither the State Treasurer nor the Board shall be liable 
or responsible for any 10s s resulting from any such inves.tment. 
ARTICLE FIVE 
Particular Covenants of the Board 
Section 5 .0  1. The Board covenants and agrees that it has the lawful 
control of the Site of the Project, a s  hereinafter described in Article Twelve hereof, 
that said property i s  f ree  from any and a l l  liens and encumbrances and that the Board 
will warrant and defend the title thereto against a l l  claims and demands whatsoever. 
Section 5.02. The Board covenants and agrees that i t  will duly and 
punctually pay or cause to be paid the principal sum, and the interest accruing 
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on said principal, on each and every one of the Bonds secured hereby, a t  the dates 
and places, and in  the manner provided in said Bonds and in the coupons thereunto 
appertaining, according to the te rms  thereof and of this Indenture. 
Section 5.0 3. The Board covenants and agrees that upon acceptance of 
the Project from the contractor or upon occupancy of the Project whichever shall 
occur f irst ,  the Board shall procure and maintain so long a s  any of the Bonds a r e  
outstanding fire and extended coverage insurance on the Projects, in amounts 
sufficient to provide for not less  than full recovery whenever the loss from causes 
covered by such insurance does not exceed 80 per centurn (80%) of the full insurable 
value of the Project and also to the extend authorized or permitted by law boiler 
explosion insurance covering any steam boilers serving the Project, in a minimum 
amount of $50,000. Such insurance shall be in the State F i r e  and Tornado Insurance 
Fund of the Commonwealth of Kentucky or reputable insurance companies and by 
policies in form satisfactory to  the Trustee, l o s ~ ,  if  any, to be made payable to the 
Trustee a s  i ts  interest may appear, The Board, will within a reasonable time 
after the execution hereof and within four (4) months after the close of each 
calendar year thereafter, furnish to the Trustee a statement in wri ting, signed 
by an officer of the Board, setting forth the full insurable value of the Project and 
fully describing al l  insurance then in force, but the Trustee may, a t  its option, 
require the Board to deposit with it any or  a l l  of such insurance policies, and shall 
require such deposit if any event of default occurs. If the total received by the 
Trustee upon a l l  policies shall, in case of any particular loss, be less  than the sum 
of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) the amount shall be paid over by the Trustee to or 
upon the order of the Board and shall be applied to the extend required for replacement 
or  repairs  of o r  substitutes for the damaged or destroyed property, but the Trustee 
shall not be obligated to see to the application thereof; that in a l l  other cases the 
proceeds of any and a l l  insurance on any part  of such property which may be received 
by the Trustee shall be paid over by said Trustee to the State Treasurer and applied 
by the State Treasurer a s  hereinafter in this Section provided. In the event of any 
damage to, or the destruction of, the Project, the Board unless it elects to pay and 
redeem al l  outstanding Bonds shall promptly arrange for the repair and reconstruction 
of the damaged or destroyed portion thereof, and shall arrange for the application of the 
proceeds of the insurance for that purpose, a s  i s  hereinafter in this Section provided. 
Immediately upon occupancy of the Project and so long thereafter a s  the 
funds and investments of the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund a r e  insufficient to 
provide current debt service plus the required reserve, the Board will procure and 
maintain use and occupancy insurance on the Project, in an amount sufficient to enable 
the Board to deposit in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund out of the proceeds of such 
insurance an  amount equal to the sum which would normally have been available for 
deposit in such Bond and Interest Sinking Fund from the revenues of the damaged 
building o r  buildings during the time the damaged building i s  non- revenue producing 
a s  a result  of loss  of use caused by hazards covered by f ire and extended coverage 
insurance. 
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All insurance moneys (except the proceeds of use and occupancy 
insurance, which shall be deposited in the Bond and m e r e s t  Sinking Fund; 
and a l l  property insurance in amounts of less  than Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000) 
above provided to be paid over to the Board) received by the State Treasurer under 
the provisions of this Section shall be held by the State Treasurer a s  substituted 
security, and the same shall be by the State Treasurer paid out from time to time 
upon written order of the Board, signed by the Chairman and Secretary, and 
accompanied by an  approving certificate of an  architect o r  engineer, for the purpose 
of paying the reasonable cost of repairing or replacing part or al l  of the property 
damaged or destroyed; provided, however, that the Board shall have furnished, 
in additdon to the proceeds of such insurance, such moneys a s  may be required 
to complete such repairs  o r  replacements, and said insurance moneys shall be paid 
out by the State Treasurer only when the same shall be fully sufficient to complete 
such repairs  or  replacement, a s  shown by the said certificate of an architect or 
engineer. Every such order of the Board for the payment of insurance moneys shall 
state that the Board i s  not in default under any of the terms and provisions of this 
Indenture. The State Treasurer shall be fully protected in paying any such cash to or 
upon the order of the Board upon receipt of the showings above specified, but the 
State Treasurer  shall have the right, but shall not be obliged, to require the Board to 
furnish such additional evidence in the premises a s  the State Treasurer may deem 
necessary in order to establish the right of the Board to the withdrawal of any 
such insurance moneys. In the event insurance proceeds shall remain after the 
completion of such repairs  or replacements, then the State Treasurer shall deposit 
such moneys in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund provided for by Article Four 
hereof, and such moneys shall be applied to the retirement of the Bonds. 
Section 5.04. Unless provision i s  otherwise made by law for disposition 
by the Commonwealth of claims made against the College for bodily injury and/or 
death which may a r i s e  from the operations of the Board including any use or  
occupancy of i ts  gounds, structure and vehicles. The Board covenants and agrees 
that so long as any of the Bonds a r e  outstanding the Board will, if such insurance is  not 
already in force, and to the extent authorized or permitted by law procure and maintain 
public liability insurance with limits of not l ess  than $50,000 for one person and 
$100,000 for more than one person involved in one accident to protect the Board from 
claims for bodily injury and/or death which may a r i se  from the operation of the Board 
including any use or  occupancy of i t s  grounds, structures and vehicles. 
Section 5.05. The Board covenants and agrees that it will a t  a l l  t imes 
maintain, preserve and keep the Project and every part thereof in good condition, 
repair  and working order and will from time to t ime make a l l  needful and2proper 
repairs ,  replacements, additions, betterments and improvements so that the 
operations and business of and pertaining to the Project and every part  thereof 
shall a t  a l l  t imes be conducted properly and advantageously; and whenever any 
portion of the Project shall have been worn out w destroyed or shall have become 
obsolete, inefficient or  otherwise unfit for use, the Board will procure and install 
substitutes of a t  least equal value, utility and efficiency so that the value and 
efficiency of the Project shall a t  a l l  times be fully maintained, and to the extent 
that other funds a r e  not available, the Board shall set apart, use and apply funds 
in the Maintenance Fund for the foregoing purposes. 
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It is hereby represented, covenanted and agreed that Morehead State 
College, with the approval of the Council of Public Higher Education, has heretofore 
established, and so long a s  any of the Bonds a r e  outstanding will continue to fix, impose, 
charge and collect an  incidental fee (registration fee) from each student occupant 
of the Project in an  amount of not l ess  than Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) for each 
student occupant for each semester of the regular term of two semesters of the 
regular College year,  and not less  than Twelve and 50/ 100 Dollars ($12.50) for 
each student occupant of the Project for the regular summer session. These fees 
a r e  hereby declared to constitute income and revenues of the Project, and shall 
be collected a s  of the commencement of each semester of the regular College year 
and a t  the commencement of the regular summer session and a s  collected shall be 
se t  apar t  and paid into the Revenue Fund hereinbefore created, for the services 
and facilities afforded by said Project. 
The Board reserves  the right to fix the incidental fee (registration 
fee) in an  amount greater than hereinabove stipulated, and such excess shall 
be deemed to constitute payment for other services rendered by the College and 
not connected with the Project. 
Section 5.06. The Board covenants and agrees that whenever necessary 
to avoid or  fill  a vacancy in the office of the Trustee the Board in the manner 
provided in Article Eleven hereof will appoint a trustee so that there shall a t  al l  
t imes be a trustee hereunder which shall a t  a l l  tirnese be a bank o r  t rus t  company 
having its principal office and place of business in the Commonwealth of Kentucky, if 
there be such a bank or  t rus t  company willing and able to accept the t rus t  upon 
reasonable o r  customary terms.  
Section 5.07. The Board covenants and agrees that it  i s  duly authorized 
under the laws of Kentucky and under a l l  other applicable provisions of law to create 
and issue the Bonds herein provided for,  to execute and deliver this Indenture, and 
to pledge the income and revenues of the Project, a s  herein provided, that al l  
corporated and/or other action on i t s  par t  for the creation and issue of said Bonds 
and the execution of this Indenture has been duly and effectually taken, that said 
Bonds when issued and in the hands of the holders thereof a r e  and will be valid and 
enforceable obligations of the Board, and that this Indenture is  and always will be a 
valid Indenture to secure the payment of said Bonds; and that the Board has complete 
and Lawful authority and privilege to construct, maintain, and operate the Project. 
Section 5.08. The Board covenants and agrees that i t  will not issue, 
or permit to be issued, any Bonds hereunder in any manner other than in accordance with 
the provisions of this Indenture and the agreements in that behalf herein contained, and 
that it will faithfully observe and perform a l l  conditions, covenants and requirements 
of this Indenture and of al l  indentures supplemental thereto. 
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Section 5.09. The Board covenants and agrees upon completion of the 
Project, to provide from sources other than the proceeds of the sale of the 
Bonds secured hereby and from sources other than the funds pledged hereunder and 
in a manner which will not jeopardize the security of the Bonds, the furniahings and 
moveable equipment necessary to the full enjoyment of the use, occupancy and operation 
of the Project. 
Section 5.10. The Board covenants and agrees that i t  will establiqh 
and maintain so. long a s  any Bonds a r e  outstanding under this Indenture such parietal 
rules, rental rates,  and char'ges fdr the use of the Project facilities a s  may be necessary 
(1) to assure  maximum occupancy and use of the Project and (2) to provide for (a) 
the operation and maintenance expenses of the Project, (b) the debt service on the 
Bonds, ( c )  the required reserve therefore and Id) the Maintenance Fund, and that it 
will se t  up and maintain reserves specifically required hereunder. 
The Board further covenants and agrees that in addition to the incidental 
fee (registration fee) from each student occupant of the Project a s  referred to in 
Section 5.05 of this Indenture it shall establish initially a base rental of us-e and 
occupancy of the facilities to be provided by the Project of not less  than $4.00 per 
week per etudent for dormitory rentals. 
Section 5.11. The Board covenants and agrees that it will keep accurate 
financial records and proper books relating to the Project, and such records and 
books shall be open to inspection by the Bondholders and their agents and representatives. 
It further covenatlts that not later than 90 days after the close of each fiscal year i t  will 
furnish to the Trustee and any Bondholder who shall request same in writing copies of 
audit reports  prepared by an independent public accountant or by an appropriate State 
auditing official reflecting in reasonable detail the financial condition and record of 
operation of the Project and the College. 
ARTICLE SIX 
C U S T O ~ Y  AND APPLICATION OF BOND PROCEEDS 
Section 6.0 1. A fund i s  hereby created and designated "Morehead State 
College 1960 Dormitory Construction FundH (herein sometimes called the uConstruction 
Fund"), to the credit of which there shall be deposited, a s  received, the proceeds of the 
Bonds (with the exception of accrued interest, if any, which is  required by Section 
4.02 hereof to  be deposited in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund). The moneys in the 
Construction Fund shall be paid to the State Treasurer of the Commonwealth of Kentucky 
and held in t rus t  and applied on orders of the Board to the payment of the costs of the 
Project in accordance with and subject to the Govisions of this Article, and, pending 
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such application, shall be subject to a lien and charge in favor of the holders of the 
Bonds issued and outstanding under this Indenture and shall be held for the further 
security of such holders until paid out a s  herein provided. 
Section 6.02. The Board covenants and agrees that it will deposit or  cause 
to be deposited in the Construction Fund additional funds from sources other than 
Bond proceeds and from sources and in a manner that will not jeopardize the security 
pledged to the payment of the principal of and the interest on the Bonds, a s  bhall be 
necessary to assure  payment of a l l  costs of constructing the Project.. 
Section 6.03. For the purposes of this Article the cost of the Project 
shall include, without intending thereby to limit or  res t r ic t  or  extend any proper 
definition of such cost under any applicable laws or under this Indenture, the 
following: 
(a) obligations incurred for labor and to contractors, 
builders and materialmen in connection with the construction 
of the Project; 
(b) the interest accruing upon the Bonds during the construction 
of the Project after which it is hereby represented that the Project 
will be revenue production; 
(c) fees and expenses of engineers and architects for surveys 
and estimates and other preliminary investigations, preparation of plans, 
drawings and specifications and supervising construction, a s  well a s  for 
the performance of al l  other duties of engineers and architects in relation 
to the planning or construction of the Project or in connection with the 
issuance of the Bonds; 
(d) expense of administration properly chargeable to the Project, 
legal expenses and fees, financing charges, advertising expenses, cost 
of printing bonds, cost of audits and of issuing the Bonds and a l l  other 
items of expense not elsewhere in this Section specidied, incident to the 
contruction of the Project and placing i t  in operation, specifically 
including the agreed fixed fee of the H~us ing  and Home Finance Agency 
of the United States Government in supervising and inspecting the work 
appertaining to the development of the lPrqject and of auditing the books, 
records and accounts pertaining to the Project a s  set  forth in the Loan 
agreement between the Board and the United States of America, dated 
a s  of July 1, 1960. 
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Section 6.04. Within the thirty days preceding each May 1 and November 
1 prior to the date the first payment is made into the Bond and Interest Sinking 
Fund from the Revenue Fund, pursuant to the provisions of Section 4.02 of this 
Indenture there shall be transferred and paid into the Bond and Interest Sinking 
Fund from the Construction Fund an  amount sufficient to pay the interest on 
the Bonds becoming due on such May 1 and November 1 and the Board covenants 
and agrees  to cause each such transfer and payment to be so  made. 
Section 6.05. When the Project shall have been complet ed any balance 
remaining in the Construction Fund and not necessary in the opinion of the 
Board to be reserved for the payments of any remaining part  of the cost of 
the Project shall be used for the redemption of Bonds then outstanding under this 
Indenture, and in accordance with the redemption provisions set  forth in said 
Bonds and in this Indenture upon the earliest permissible redemption date, provided, 
however, that any such funds in an  amount of less  than $1,000 shall be deposited with 
the State Treasurer  to the credit of the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund. 
Section 6.06. If i t  be determined a t  any time by the Board that the moneys 
on deposit in the Construction Fund exceed the estimated disbursements on account 
of the Project for the ensuing three ( 3 )  months, such excess may be invested by 
the State Treasurer  upon orders  of the Board in direct obligations of, or  
obligations the principal of and interest on which a r e  guaranteedby, the United 
States Government having a maturity date or being subject to redemption a t  the 
option of the holder, not later than three (3)  years from the date of such investment 
and a l l  such investments a s  well a s  al l  income therefrom shall be carried to the 
credit of said Construction Fund. 
ARTICLE SEVEN 
SUPPLEMENTAL INDENTURES 
Section 7.01. The Board and the Trustee, from time to time and a t  any 
time, subject to the restrictions in this Indenture contained, may, and when so 
required by this Indenture shall, enter into such indentures supplementdl hereto 
a s  may o r  shall by them be deemed necessary o r  desirable for any one or  more  
of the following purposes, among others: 
(1) To evidence the succession of another public corporation 
or state agency to the Board and the assumption by such 
successor of the covenants and obligations of the Board in 
the Bonds hereby secured and in this Indenture; ' 
( 2 )  To evidence the succession of another bank or  trust  company 
as Trustee a s  herein otherwise permitted and provided and 
the acceptance by and on behalf of such successor of the provisions 
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of this Indenture; and 
(3 )  For  any other purpose not inconsistent with the terms of this 
Indenture, and which shall not impair the security of the 
same, or for the purpose of curing any ambiguity, or of 
curing, correcting or supplementing any defective or 
inconsistent provisions contained herein or in any supplemental 
indenture. 
Section 7.02. The Trustee i s  authorized to join with the 
Board in the execution of any supplemental indenture, to make the further 
agreements and stipulations which may be therein contained. 
Any supplemental Indenture executed in accordance with any of 
the provisions of this Article shall thereafter form a part of this Indenture; 
and a l l  the terms and conditions contained in any such supplemental indenture 
a s  to any provision authorized to be contained therein shall be and be deemed 
to be part  of the terms and conditions of this Indenture for any and a l l  purposes. 
ARTICLE EIGHT 
REMEDIES 
Section 8.01. That for the protection of the holders of the Bonds 
secured by this Indenture and the interest coupons thereto attached a statutory 
mortgage lien upon said Project and a l l  properties connected therewith and 
belonging thereto i s  granted and created by Sections 162. 350 and 162.200 of the Kentucky 
Revised Statutes, which said statutory mortgage lien is hereby recognized and 
declared to be valid and binding a s  provided by law, and shall take effect immediately 
upon the delivery of any of said Bonds. The Trustee may, and upon the written 
request of the holders of not less  than twenty-five per cent (25%) of the principal 
amount of the Bonds then outstanding, shall, either a t  law or in equity, by suit, 
action, mandamus or other proceedings, enforce and compel performance of al l  
duties required by law, including the charge, collection and accounting for sufficient 
rents, fees and charges, and the segregation and application of the income and 
revenues as provided by this hdenture. 
Section 8.02. Each of the following events i s  hereby declared an 
"event of default, " that i s  to say: If 
(a) payment of the principal of any of the Bonds shall not be made 
when the same shall become due and payable, either a t  
maturity or by proceedings for redemption or otherwise; or  
(b) payment of any installment of interest shall not be made when 
the same shall become due and payable or within thirty (30) 
days thereafter; or 
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(c) the Board shall discontinue or  unreasonably delay or 
fail  to ca r ry  on with reasonable dispatch the construction of 
the Project;  or  
(d) the Board shall for any reason be rendered incapable of 
fulfilling i ts  obligations hereunder; or 
(e) the P ro j ec t  shall be destroyed o r  damaged and shall not 
be promptly repaired, replaced or reconstructed (whether 
such failure promptJy to repair ,  replace or  reconstruct the 
same be due to the impracticability of such repair,  replacement 
or  reconstruction o r  to lack of funds therefor or  for any other 
reason); o r  
(f)  an  order or  decree shall be entered, with the consent or  
acquiescence of the Board, appointing a receiver or  receivers 
of the Project or  of the income therefrom, or if such order or  
decree, having been entered without the acquiescence o r  consent 
of the Board, shall not be vacated or discharged or  stayed on appeal 
within sixty (60) days after entry; or  
(g) the Board shall default in the due and punctual performance of any 
other of the covenants, conditions, agreements and provisions contained in 
the Bonds or in this Indenture on the part  of the Board to be 
performed, and such default shall continue for thirty (30) days 
after written notice specifying such default and requiring the same to be 
remedied shall have been given to the Board by the Trustee, which 
may give such notice in i ts  discretion and shall give such notice 
upon the written request of the holders of not less  than fifteen 
per cent (15%) in principal amount of the Bonds then outstanding. 
Section 8.03. Upon the happening and continuance of any event of 
default specified in Section 8.02 of this Article, then and in every such case the 
Trustee may, and upon the written request of the holders of not l ess  than twenty- 
five per cent (25%) in principal amount of the Bonds then outstanding shall, by a notice in 
writing to the Board, declare the principal, of a l l  the Bonds then outstanding to be due 
and payable immediately, and upon such declaration the same shall become and be 
immediately due and payable, anything contained in the Bonds o r  in this Indenture to 
the contrary notwithstanding; provided, however, that if a t  any time after the 
principal of the Bonds shall have been so declared to be due and payable, and 
before the entry of final judgment or  decree in any suit, action or proceeding 
instituted on account of such default, o r  before the completion of the enfor cement 
of any other remedy under this Indenture, moneys shall have accumulated in the 
Bond and Interest Sinking Fund sufficient to pay al l  a r r e a r s  of interest, if any, 
upon a l l  the Bonds then outstanding (except the interest accrued on such Bonds since 
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the las t  interest payment date), and the charges, compensation, expenses, 
disbursements, advances and liabilities of the Trustee and al l  other amounts 
then payable by the Board hereunder shall have been paid or a sum sufficient 
to pay the same shall have been deposited with the Trustee, and every other 
default known to the Trustee in the observance or performance of any covenant, 
condition or agreement contained in the Bonds or in this Indenture (other than 
a default in the payment of the principal of such Bonds then due only because of 
a declaration under this Section) shall have been remedied to the satisfaction of 
the Trustee, then and in every such case the Trustee may, and upon the written 
request of the holders of not less  than twenty-five per cent (25%) in principal 
amount of the Bonds then outstanding shall, by written notice to the Board, 
rescind and annul such declaration and its consequences, but no such rescission 
or annulment shall extend to or affect any subsequent default or  impair any 
right consequent ther eon. 
Section 8.04. Upon the happening and continuance of any event of 
default specified in Section 8.02 of this Article, then and in every such case 
the Trustee may proceed, and upon the written request of the holders of not l ess  
t han fifteen per cent (15%) in principal amount of the Bonds then outstanding hereunder 
shall proceed to protect and enforce its rights and the rights of the bondholders under 
the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky or under this lndentur e by such suits, 
actions or  special proceedings in equity or  a t  law, either for the specific performance 
of any covenant or agreement contained herein or  in aid or execution of any power 
herein granted or for the enfor cement of any proper legal o r  equitable remedy, a s  the 
Trustee, being advised by counsel, shall deem most effectual to protect and enforce 
such rights. 
In the enforcement of any remedy under this Indenture the Trustee shall be 
entitled to sue for, enforce payment of and receive any and a l l  amounts then or during 
any default becoming, and a t  any time remaining, due from the Board for principal, 
interest o r  otherwise under any of the provisions of this Indenture or of the Bonds 
and unpaid together with any and al l  costs and expenses of collection and of a l l  
proceedings hereunder and under such Bonds, without prejudice to any other right 
or remedy of the Trustee or  of the bondholders, and to recover and enforce judgment 
or decree against the Board, but solely a s  provided herein and in such Bonds, for 
any portion of such amounts remaining unpaid, with interest, casts and expenses, 
and to collect (solely from moneys in the Bond and Interest Sinking Fund and the income 
of the Project pledged to the payment of the Bonds by this Indenture) in any manner 
provided by law, the moneys adjudged or decreed to be payable. 
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Section 8.05. Anything in this Indenture to the contrary notwithstanding, 
the holders of a majority in principal amount of the Bonds a t  the time outstanding 
hereunder shall have right, by an instrument in writing executed and delivered to the 
Trustee, to direct the method and place of conducting a l l  remedial proceedings to 
be taken by the Trustee hereunder, provided that such direction shall not be 
otherwise than in accordance with law or the provisions of this Indenture, and that 
the Trustee shall have the right to decline to follow any such direction which in the 
opinion of the Trustee would be unjustly prejudicial to bondholders not parties to 
such direction. 
Section 8.06. All rights of action under this Indenture or  under any of 
the Bonds secured hereby, enforceable by the Trustee may be enforced by the 
Trustee without the possession of any of the Bonds or  the coupons appertaining 
thereto or  the production thereof on the t r ia l  o r  other proceeding relative thereto. 
Any such suit, action or proceeding instituted by the Trustee shall be brought in 
its name for the benefit of al l  the holders of such Bonds and coupons, subject to 
the provisions of this Indenture. No remedy herein conferred upon or  reserved 
to the Trustee is intended to be exclusive of any other remedy o r  remedies, and 
each and every such remedy shall be cumulative and shall be in addition to every other 
remedy given hereunder or  now or hereafter existing a t  law or in equity or  by 
statute. No delay o r  omission of the Trustee or  of any holder of the Bonds to 
exercise any right or  power accruing upon any default shall impair any such right 
o r  power or shall be construed to be a waiver of any such default o r  an  acquiescence 
therein; and every power and remedy given by this Article to the Trustee and the 
holders of the Bonds, respectively, may be exercised from time to tine and a s  
often a s  may be deemed expedient. 
ARTICLE NINE 
RELEASE AND DISCHARGE OF INDENTURE 
Section 9.0 1 .  Whenever the Board shall pay, or  cause to be paid, the full 
amount due and to become due upon al l  the Bonds hereby secured and then 
outstanding, or  shall provide for full payment thereof by depositing with the 
Trustee hereunder, for the Discharge of such Bonds and coupons, the entire 
amount due and to become due thereon, and shall, in case of redemption of a l l  of the 
outstanding Bonds, deliver to the Trustee proof satisfactory to it that notice of 
redemption of a l l  of the outstanding Bonds has been duly given, and shall pay the 
Trustee in full for a l l  services rendered by it hereunder, and shall well and truly 
keep and perform a l l  of the things herein required to be kept and performed by it, 
according to the true intent and meaning of this Indenture, then and in that event 
these presents and the t rus t  hereby created shall cease and terminate, and further 
payments from the revenues hereby pledged shall thereupon cease, terminate and 
become void, except a s  to payment of the moneys held by the Trustee which shall 
be applied by said Trustee to the payment of such Bonds and coupons upon the 
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presentation and surrender thereof. Any deposit of money with the Trustee for the 
purpose of paying and sufficient in amount to pay certain of the Bonds and interest 
due, and to become due thereon, or certain of the coupons appertaining thereto, 
shall discharge the liability of the Board on the Bonds and/or coupons for payment 
of which such deposit shall be made, and thereafter such Bonds and coupons 
shall not be entitled to any of the benefits of this Indenture, and in case of full 
payment of all the Bonds and coupons and the discharge of a l l  other obligations 
on the part  of the Board a s  herein provided, or in case of the deposit of a sufficient 
sum of money for the full payment of the Bonds and coupons, and the discharge of 
a l l  other obligations on the part of the Board, a s  herein provided, the Trustee 
shall execute and deliver to the Board on demand, a t  the cost and expense of the Board, 
a l l  proper instruments that may be necessary to evidence the satisfaction and 
termination of this Indenture. 
Section 9.02. The satisfaction and discharge of this Indenture pursuant to 
this Article shall be without prejudice to the right of the Trustee to be paid any 
compensation then due it hereunder and to be protected and saved harmless by 
the Board from any and al l  losses, liabilities, costs and expenses, including 
counsel fees, a t  any time incurred by the Trustee hereunder or  connected 
with any Bond issued hereunder, and the Board hereby covenants to protect 
and save the Trustee harmless from any and a l l  such losses, liabilities, costs 
and expenses incurred in acting under this Indenture, except such as may be 
caused by the gross negligence or willful default of the Trustee. 
ARTICLE TEN 
CONCERNING THE TRUSTEE 
Section 10.01. The Trustee hereby accepts the trusts  imposed upon 
it by this Indenture, but only upon and subject to the following express terms and 
conditions: 
The Trustee may execute any of the trusts  or  powers hereof and 
perform any duties required of it, by or through attorneys, agents, 
receivers, o r  employees, and shall be entitled to advice of counsel 
concerning a l l  matters of trust  hereof and i ts  duties hereunder, and may in all  
cases pay such reasonable compensation a s  i t  shall deem proper to 
a l l  such attorneys, agents, receivers and employees a s  may reasonably 
be employed in connection with the trusts  hereof, and the Board 
covenants and agrees to Fepay upon demand al l  such outlays and 
expentitures so incurred. 
Except for the authentication of Bonds, the Trustee shall not 
be responsible for any recitals herein or in said Bonds, or 
for insuring the Project or collecting any insurance moneys, 
or for the execution of this Indenture or of any supplemental 
indentures or instrument of further assurance or for the 
validity thereof, or  for the sufficiency of the security for 
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the Bonds issued under or  intended to be secured hereby, or 
for the value or  title of the Board to the Project, or  a s  to 
the maintenance of the security hereof; and the Trustee shall 
not be bound to ascertain or  inquire a s  to the performance or  
observance of any covenants, conditions or  agreements on the 
part  of the Board contained herein, but the Trustee may require 
of the Board full information and advice a s  to the performance of the 
covenants, conditions and agreements aforesaid and a s  to the 
condition of the Project. 
(c) All moneys received by the Trustee under any provision of this 
Indenture shall, until used or applied a s  provided in this 
Indenture, be held in t rus t  for the purpose for which such 
moneys were received, but need not be segregated from other 
funds except to the extent required by law. The Trustee shall 
not be obligated to pay interest on such moneys, save such a s  
it shall agree to pay thereon. The Trustee may become the 
owner of Bonds and coupons secured hereby with the same 
rights which i t  would have if not Trustee. 
(d) The Trustee shall be protected in acting upon any notice, 
request, consent, certificate, order, affidavit, letter,  
telegram o r  other paper or  document believed by it to be 
genuinp and correct,  and to have been signed o r  sent by the 
proper person or persons, and the Trustee shall not be required 
to recognize any person as a holder of any Bond or coupon or 
to take any action a t  his request unless such Bond or  coupon 
shall be deposited with the Trustee, or submitted to it for 
inspection. Any action taken by the Trustee pursuant to this 
Indenture, upon the request or authority or consent of any 
person who a t  the time of making such request by giving such 
authority o r  consent is the owner of any Bond secured hereby, 
shall be conclusive and binding upon al l  future owners and 
holders of such Bond. 
(e) The Trustee shall not be compelled to do any act  hereunder, or  
to take any action toward the execution o r  enfor cement of the 
t rus ts  hereby created or to prosecute or  to defend any suit 
in respect hereof, unless indemnified to its satisfaction against 
loss, cost, liability and expense. 
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As to the existence or  nonexistence of any fact or  a s  to the 
sufficiency or validity of any instrument, paper or  proceeding, 
the Trustee shall be entitled to rely upon a certificate of 
the Board signed by the Chairman and attested by the Secretary 
a s  sufficient evidence of the facts therein contained, and 
shall also be a t  liberty to accept a similar certificate to 
the effect that any particular dealing, transaction or action 
is necessary or  expedient, but may, in its discretion, a t  the 
reasonable expense of the Board, in every case secure such 
further evidence a s  it may think necessary o r  advisable, but 
shall in no case be bound to secure the same. The Trustee 
may accept a certificate of the Secretary of the Board, under 
its corporate seal, to the effect that a resolution in form 
therein set forth has been adopted by the Board, a s  conclusive 
evidence that said resolution has been duly adopted, and i s  
in full force and effect. The Trustee may in relation to this 
Indenture ac t  upon the opinion or advice of any attorney, 
valuator, surveyor, engineer, accountant, or other expert, 
whether retained or  selected by the Trustee, the Board, or  
otherwise, and in the absence of negligence or fault shall 
not be responsible for any loss resulting from any action or 
non- action in accordance with any such opinion or advice. 
The Trustee shall not be liable for any action taken or omitted 
to be taken by it  in good faith and reasonably believed by it 
to be within the discretion or power conferred upon it by this 
Indenture o r  in the absence of n egligence or  fault be responsi- 
ble for the consequrence of any oversight or e r ro r  of judgment, 
and the Trustee shall be answerable only for its own acts ,  
receipts,  neglects and defaults. 
At any and a l l  reasonable times, the Trustee, and its duly 
authorized agents, attorneys, experts, engineers, architects, 
accountants and representatives, shall have the right fully 
to inspect any and al l  of the Project, including a l l  books, 
papers and contracts of the Board and College, and to take 
such memoranda from and in regard thereto a s  may be desired. 
The Trustee shall not be required to give any Bond or  surety 
in respect of the execution of the said trusts  and powers or  
otherwise in respect to the premises. 
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Section 10.02. The Trustee may a t  any time resign and be discharged 
of the t rus ts  hereby created by mailing written notice to the Board and to each 
registered owner of Bonds, specifying the day upon which such resignation shall 
take effect, and thereafter, unless a l l  outstanding Bonds a r e  registered a s  to 
principal, causing notice thereof to be published (a) in a daily newspaper of 
general circulation a t  the time published in the English language in the City 
of Louisville, Kentucky, and (b) in a financial newspaper or journal published 
in the English language in New Y ork, New York, once a week for three (3)  
consecutive weeks prior to the date upon which such resignation shall take 
effect, and such resignation shall take effect upon the day specified in such 
notice unless previously a successor Trustee shall have been appointed by 
the bondholders or  the Board in the manner hereinafter in this Article provided, 
and in such event such resignation shall take effect immediately on the appointment 
of such successor Trustee. 
Section 10.0 3. The Trustee may be removed a t  any time by an instrument 
or  concurrent instruments in writing, delivered to the Trustee and to the Board, 
and signed by the holders of a majority in principal amount of the Bonds hereby 
secured and then outstanding. 
Section 10.04. In case the Trustee hereunder shall resign or  be removed, 
or be dissolved, o r  shall be in course of dissolution o r  liquidation, or  
otherwise become incapable of acting hereunder, or in case the Trustee 
shall be taken under the control of any public officer or  officers, or of a receiver 
appointed by a court, a successor may be appointed by the holders of a majority 
in principal amount of the Bonds hereby secured and then outstanding by an  
instrument o r  concurrent instruments in writing, signed by such holders, or by 
their attorneys in fact, duly authorized; provided, nevertheless, that in case of any such 
event the Board by an instrument signed by the Chairman, and attested by the 
Secretary, under its corporate seal, may appoint a temporary Trustee to fill such 
vaancy  until a successor Trustee shall be appointed by the bondholders in the 
manner above provided, and any such Temporary Trustee so appointed by the 
Board shall immediately and without further act be superseded by the Trustee 
so appointed by such bondholders. Each successor Trustee appointed pursuant to 
the provisions of this Indenture shall be a,, t rust  company or  bank with i ts  principal 
office in the Commonwealth of Kentucky and having a reported combined capital and 
surplus of a t  least  one million dollars ($1,000,000). 
Section 10.05. Every successor Trustee appointed hereunder shall execute, 
acknowledge and deliver to its predecessor and also to the Board, an instrument 
in writing accepting such appointment hereunder, and thereupon such successor 
Trustee without any further act,  deed or  conveyance, shall become fully vested with 
a l l  the rights, powers, t rusts ,  duties and obligations of i ts  predecessor; but 
such predecessor shall nevertheless, on the written request of the Board, execute 
and deliver an instrument transferring to such successor Trustee a l l  the rights, 
powers, and t rus ts  of such predecessor hereunder; and every predecessor Trustee 
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shall deliver a l l  securities and moneys held by it  to its successor. Should any 
conveyance or instrument in writing from the Board be required by any successor 
for more  fully and certainly vesting in such Trustee the rights, powers and 
duties hereby vested o r  intended to be vested, in the predecessor Trustee, any and 
a l l  such conveyance and instruments in writing shall, on request, be executed, 
acknowledged and delivered by the Board. 
ARTICLE E L E V E N  
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
Section 11.01. In the event that any Bond issued hereunder shall not be 
presented for payment when the principal thereof becomes due, either a t  
maturity or otherwise, or  a t  the date fixed for the redemption thereof, a s  
hereinbefore provided, or in the event that any coupon shall not be presented 
for payment a t  the due date thereof, the Board having deposited with the Trustee 
funds sufficient to pay such Bond, together with al l  interest due thereon to the 
date of the maturity of such Bond o r  to the date fixed for the redemption thereof, 
or to pay such coupon, a s  the case may be, then in every such case, interest on 
said Bond or on said unpaid coupon, and al l  liability of the Board to the holder of 
said Bond for the payment of the principal thereof and interest thereon o r  to the 
holder of said unpaid coupon for the payment thereof and interest thereon, a s  the 
case may be, shall forthwith cease, determine and be completely discharged, and 
thereupon it shall be the duty of the Trustee to hold the funds, so deposited in trust,  
for the benefit of the holder of such Bond or unpaid coupon, a s  the case may be, who 
shall thereafter be restr icted exclusively to said funds for any claim of whatsoever 
nature on the part  of such holder under this Indenture or  on said Bond or any 
coupons appertaining thereto, or  on said unpaid coupon. 
Section 11.02. Except a s  in this Section otherwise expressly provided, the . 
holders of seventy-five per cent (7570) or  more  in principal amount of the Bonds 
a t  any time outstanding shall have the power, by an instrument or instruments in 
writing signed by such holders in person or  by their duly authorized agents o r  
attorneys or by a committee constituted by an  agreement to which any portion of the 
Bonds shall have been made subject by deposit or  otherwise, and delivered to the 
Trustee, to authorize any modification or alteration of this Indenture or  any indenture 
supplemental hereto or the rights and obligations of the Board under this Indenture 
o r  of the holders of Bonds and coupons issued under this Indenture in any particular, 
approved by the Board, including without limitation by reason of the foregoing (1) 
release from the statutory mortgage lien of any part of the Project covered thereby, 
provided the security of any bondholder is not thereby impaired and (2) waiver of 
any default and of any rights arising by reason of any default under any of the provisions 
of the Indenture; and any action herein authorized to be taken with the assent  or  authority 
a s  aforesaid of the holders of seventy-five per cent (75%) or  more  in principal amount 
of the Bonds a t  the time outstanding shall be binding upon the holders of a l l  of the 
Bonds then or  from time to time thereafter out standing under the Indenture a s  fully a s  
though such action were specifically and expressly authorized by the terms of the 
Indenture; provided always that no such modification or alteration (a)  shall change 
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o r  impair the obligation of the Board to pay the principal of and interest on the Bonds 
a t  the respective dates and a t  the places and in the respective amounts, a s  provided 
in the Bonds (b) shall give to any Bond or  Bonds secured by the Indenture any 
preference over any other Bond or Bonds so secured, (c) shall authorize the 
creation of any lien prior  to or on a parity with the said statutory mortgage 
lien upon any of the property subject to such statutory mortgage lien, (d) shall 
deprive any bondholder of the security afforded by this Indenture, or  (e)  shall 
reduce the percentage required by the provisions of this Section for any action 
under this Section. Any modification of the provisions of the Indenture, made a s  
aforesaid, shall be set  forth in a supplemental indenture between the Trustee and 
the Board. 
Section 11.0 3. Whenever in this Indenture any of the parties hereto is  
referred to, such reference shall be deemed to include the successors and 
assigns of such party, and a l l  the covenants, promises and agreements in this 
Indenture contained by o r  on behalf of the Board, or by or on behalf of the Trustee 
shall bind and inure to the benefit of the respective successors and assigns of such 
parties,  whether so expressed or not. 
Section11.04. Nothing in th i s  Indenture, expressedor  implied, i s  
intended or  shall be construed to confer upon or give to any person or corporation, 
other than the parties hereto and the holders of the Bonds and of coupons, any right, 
remedy or  claim under or  by reason of this Indenture, or  any covenant, condition 
or stipulation hereof, and a l l  the covenants, stipulations, promises, agreements 
and conditions in this Indenture contained, by or on behalf of the Board, shall be 
for the sole and exclusive benefit of the parties hereto, their successors and 
assigns, and of the holders of the Bonds and of coupons. 
Section 11.05. Any request, declaration or other instrument required o r  
permitted by this Indenture to be made or given by bondholders may be in any 
number of concurrent instruments of similar tenor, and may be signed o r  
executed by such bondholders in person or  by attorney appointed in writing. Proof 
of the execution of any such request, declaration, or other instrument, or  of a writing 
appointing any such attorney, and of the holding by any person or Bonds transferable 
by delivery or interest coupons shall be sufficient for any purpose of this Indenture 
and shall be conclusive in favor of the Trustee a s  against the person signing such 
request and a l l  future holders of the Bonds held by such person with regard to due 
action taken by the Trustee under such request, declaration, o r  o ther  instrument, 
if made in the following manner: 
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The amount of interest coupons held by any person executing 
such instrument a s  a bondholder, and the amounts and issue 
numbers of the Bonds transferable by delivery held by such 
person, and the date of his holding the same, may be proved 
by an accompanying certificate executed by any t rus t  company, 
bank, bankers, institution or other depositary (wherever 
situated) if such certificate shall be deemed by the Trustee 
to be satisfactory, showing therein that a t  the date therein 
mentioned such person had on deposit with or exhibited to such 
depositary the Bonds and/or interest coupons described in such 
certificate. The Trustee may, nevertheless, in its discretion, 
require further proof in cases where it  deems further proof 
desirable. 
The ownership of registered Bonds shall be proved by the 
registry books. 
Section 11.06. This Indenture shall be simultaneously executed in any 
number of counterparts, and a l l  said counterparts executed and delivered, each 
a s  an  original, shall constitute but one and the same instrument. The date of 
actual execution of this Indenture shall be the date of execution by the Trustee. 
ARTICLE TWELVE 
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT 
Section 12.01. The tfProject l t  a s  referred to throughout this Indenture, i s  
hereby identitied a s  a dormitory with appurtenant facilities to house approximately 
212 male students to be constructed by the Board, upon a portion of the campus of 
the College in the City of Mor ehead, Rowan County, Kentucky, described a s  follows: 
That certain t rac t  or  parcel of land, lying and being in Morehead, 
Rowan County, Kentucky, and located on a plot of land belonging 
to Mor ehead State College, bounded and described a s  follows: 
BEGINNING a t  a point which is  the south east corner of existing 
Men1 s Hall building. Thence running in line with the east side 
of this building, north 52 degrees West, a distance of One Hundred 
Fifty-one feet (1 51) to an existing Cyclone Fence. Thence in line with 
this fence N,rth 51 degrees East,  a distance of Two Hundred Eighty-§even 
Feet  (287). Thence South 52 Degrees East, a distance of One Hundred 
Fifty-one Feet  (151) to a point. Thence South 51 Degrees West a distance 
of Two Hundred Eighty- seven Feet (287) to the beginning corner. Being 
part  and parcel of land on which surplus Army Barracks were erected in 
1946. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the party of the f i r  s t  part  has caused its 
corporate name to be hereunto subscribed by the Chairman of its Board of 
Regents and its corporate seal  to be hereto affixed, and said seal  to be 
attested and this Indenture to be countersigned by the Secretary of its Board 
of Regents, and said The Fir s t  National Bank to evidence its acceptance of the 
trusts  hereby created and vested in it, has caused its corporate name to be 
hereunto subscribed by its President o r  by one of its Vice Presidents, and i ts  
corporate seal  to be hereto affixed and said seal  to be attested and this Indenture 
to be countersigned by its Trust  Officer, a l l  a s  of the day and year f i r s t  above 
written, but actually on this day of 19 . 
BOARD OF REGENTS OF MOREHEAD STATE 












Trust  Officer 
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STATE OF KENTUCKY ) 
) SS: 
COUNTY OF ROWAN ) 
On this day of 19 , before me, 
, a Notary Public in and for 
said county in the state aforesaid, appeared 
and , to m e  personally known and to me  
known to be the Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the Board of Regents 
of Morehead State College, one of the corporations described ili and which 
executed the within and foregoing instrument and who being by m e  severally 
duly sworn each for himself, did say that he, the said 
is the Chairman of said Board of Regents, and he, the said 
, is the Secretary of said Board of Regents; that the seal  
affixed to the within and foregoing instrument i s  the corporate seal  of said Corporation, 
that said instrument was executed, signed and sealed in behalf of said Corporation 
by authority of its Board of Regents; and said 
and , each xacknowledged the 
execution of said instrument to be the f ree  and voluntary act and deed of said 
Corporation by it  voluntarily executed. 
WITNESS my hand and Notarial Seal this day of , 
19 
Ncltary Public in and for the County 
and State aforesaid. 
My commission expires: 
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STATE O F  KENTUCKY ) 
) SS: 
COUNTY O F  ROWAN 1 
On this day of 19 , before me,  
-
, a Notary Public in and for 
said County in the State aforesaid, appeared , 
and , to me  personally known and to m e  
known to be the Chairman and Secretary, respectively, of the Board of Regents of 
M ~ r e h e a d  State College, one of the corporations described in and which executed 
the within and foregoing instrument and who being by me severally duly sworn each for him* 
self, did say that he, the said is the Chairman of 
said Board of Regents, and he, the said , i s  the 
Secretary of said Board of Regents; that the seal  affixed to the within and foregoing 
instrument i s  the corporate seal  of said Corporation, that said instrument was 
executed, signed and sealed in behalf of said Corporation by authority of its Board 
of Regents; and said , and 
each acknowledged the execution of 
said instrument to be and said instrument to be the f ree  and voluntary act  and 
deed of said Corporation by it voluntarily executed. 
WITNESS my hand and Notarial Seal this day of , 
19 . 
Notary Public in and for the County and 
State aforesaid. 
My commission expires: 
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STATE O F  KENTUCKY ) 
) SS: 
COUNTY OF PIKE 1 
On this day of 19 , before me, 
-
, a Notary Public in and for said 
County in the State aforesaid, appeared , 
and , to me personally known 
and to be known to be the , and , 
respectively, of m e  F i r s t  National Bank, one of the corporations described in and which 
executed the within and foregoing instrument, and who being by m e  severally duly 
sworn each for himself did say that he, the said , is the 
of said Corporation, and he, 
. t  , the said 
is of said Corporation; that 
the seal  affixed to the within and foregoing instrument i s  the corporate seal  of said 
Corporation, that said instrument was executed, signed and sealed in behalf of 
said Corporation by authority of its Board of Directors; and said 
each acknowledged the execution of said 
instrument to be and the said instrument to be the free and voluntary act  and deed 
of said Corporation by i t  voluntarily executed. 
WITNESS my hand and notarial seal this day of , 
Notary Public in and for the County 
and State aforesaid. 
My commission expires 
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Section 4. The Secretary of this Board is  hereby authorized and 
directed to cause appropriate notice to be published one time a t  least  fifteen 
days prior to the scheduled sale date in the Courier-Journal, a daily newspaper 
published in Louisville, Kentucky, and of general circulation throughout the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky and in The Bond Buyer, a financial journal published in New 
York, New York, of general circulation throughout the United States of America, 
soliciting sealed competitive proposals for the purchase of said Bonds, the same 
to be received in the office of said Secretary in Morehead, Kentucky, until some 
day and hour when the Board of Regents will be in session. In said notice purchasers 
shall be instructed that proposals may be for the purchasing of (a) the entire 
$600,000 of authorized Bonds; or  (b) Bonds maturing in the years 1963 to 1970, 
inclusive; or  (c)  Bonds maturing in the years 1971 to 1980, inclusive; or  (d) Bonds 
maturing in the years 1981 to 1990, inclusive; o r  (e)  Bonds maturing in the 
years 1991 to 2000, inclusive; that the bidders may stipulate one or more  interest 
coupon ra tes  with respect to said Bonds providing the aggregate interest cost does 
not exceed three and one- eighth per cent (3-118%) per annum and only one coupon 
ra te  may be stipulated for the Bonds maturing on the same date. A minimum bid 
of par plus accrued interest shall be required. The right to reject bids shall 
expressly be reserved. 
Section 5. This resolution shall be in full force and effect from and 
after i ts  adoption. 
Adopted by the Board of Regents of Morehead State College, a t  a 
meeting held on the Fourth day of January, 1961. 
Is/ W. H. Cartmell 
Vice Chairman, Board of Regents 
(SEAL ) 
Attest: 
I s /  Anna B. Carter 
Secretary 
COMMONWEALTH O F  KENTUCKY) SS: 
COUNTY O F  ROWAN ) 
I, Anna B. Carter ,  Secretary of the Board of Regents of Morehead State 
College a t  Morehead, Kentucky, do hereby certify that the foregoing constitutes 
a true,  correct  and complete transcript of the official record of proceedings of 
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said Board of Regents and of a Resolution duly adopted relating to and providing 
for the issuance of $600,000 Dormitory Revenue Bonds of 1960, to be dated 
November 1, 1960. 
WITNESS my official signature and the official seal  of said Board of 
Regents this 4th day of January, 1961. 
/ s /  Anna B. Carter 
Secretary 
On motion of Mr. Gilley, seconded by Mr. Reed, the Board approved 
a Resolution authorizing the issuance of $1,425,000 Consolidated Educational 
Buildings Revenue Bonds, Series A of the Board of Regents of Morehead State 
College to finance the construction of a New Classroom Building. The vote 
on this motion was: 
W. H. Cartmell 
Alex Chamberlain 
Charles Gilley 
B. F. Reed 
Nay . None 
On motion of Mr. Reed, seconded by Mr. Gilley, and unanimously 
carried, the Board voted to adjourn the meeting, with the understanding that 
the Board would meet  again on Monday, January 23, 1961, in the Office of the 
President of the College, in the Administration Building, Mor ehead State College, 
Morehead, Kentucky, a t  1:00 p. m . ,  (EST) for the purpose of executing the 
sale of $1,425,000 Consolidated Educational Buildings Revenue Bonds, Series A. 
At the request of the Board, the President excused himself from the 
meeting. In the absence of the President, the Board discussed the ruling 
of the Kentucky Court of Appeals which was handed down on December 16, 
1960, relating to salaries of constitutional officers. The Board discussed a 
prior decision which was discussed a t  i ts meeting on August 6, 1959, a s  follows: 
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"Mrs. Shannon called the attention of the Board to the fact that the 
president did not request an  increase in salary when the budget was adopted, 
and the personnel ros ter  was approved a t  the meeting on May 15, 1959, and 
the Board did not discuss the matter of raising the president's salary, even 
though a l l  other faculty and staff members were given substantial ra ises  for 
the 1959- 60 fiscal year. This matter was discussed rather thoroughly by 
the Board. President Doran explained that he had never recommended a 
ra ise  for himself and did not desire to do so now. He further stated that he 
thought it would not be propitious for the Board to ra ise  his salary a t  this 
time, in view of the recent ruling of the Court of Appeals on the constitutional 
limit of salaries. The Board decided to go on record in favor of raising the 
president's salary for the 1959-60 fiscal year a t  such time a s  to be determined by 
a final ruling by the Court of Appeals on the constitutional limit on salaries of 
State employees, and the amount of the ra ise  to be determined by the Board to 
be retroactive to July 1, 1959, and on motion of Mr s. Shannon, seconded by 
Mr. Reed, with a l l  members voting aye, the above setup was unanimously 
approved regarding the salary of President Doran. I f  
Inasmuch a s  the President's salary has not been increased during the 
past two years, Mr. Gilley moved, Mr. Chamberlain seconded the motion, and 
the Board unanimously approved an increase in President 3Doran1s salary in 
the amount of $1,000, making a total annual salary of $16,000 beginning January 
L 
1, 1961. The vote on this motion was: -L 
Aye W. Cartmell 
t Alex ~ h a m k r l a i n  




president  Doran was asked to return to the meeting, and was notified 
of the decision of the Board to increase his salary. He expressed to the Board 
his sincere appreciation for this confidence, and r epledged his untiring efforts 
in behalf of Morehead State College. 
At the meeting of the Board of November 7, 1960, it was commonly agreed 
to review the Audit made by Kelley and Galloway, Ashland, Kentucky, for the 
1959- 60 fiscal year. Following this agreement, President Doran presented each 
member of the Board with a copy of the Audit, which was discussed a t  length. On 
motion of Mr. Reed, and seconded by Mr. Gilley, the Board authorized the President 
to develop a Capital Construction Budget for the approval of the Board which would 
include the expenditure of the unappropriated balance of $61, 823. 88 shown in the 
Audit on page 26. 
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The vote on this  motion was: 
Aye W. He Cartmell  
Alex Chamberlain 
Charles Gilley 
Be F. Reed 
None 
On motion of Mr. Reed, seconded by Mr.  Chamberlain, and . 
unanimously car r ied ,  the meeting was adjourned. 
We- 
Vice cha i rman  . 
